EXPERIENCE THE NEW

SUNLIGHT

GLO BA L LY U NI Q U E
We are proud to introduce our unique Swedish invention.

This solar experience with light and heat improves well-being and

Suntech is the first in the world to be able to recreate the sun’s

promotes relaxation and new energy.

entire spectrum. We build custom designed solar simulators and
surroundings where people can recover, revitalize and feel good.
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Get that sunny feeling!
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Sunlight in combination with
photosynthesis is the source
of all life on earth.
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The sun makes us healthier
Sunlight is an important factor in
our daily rhythm. Daylight reduces
pineal gland secretions of melatonin,
often called the body’s own sleep
hormone and hence we feel
more alert. Our immune system is
strengthened while the sun also
promotes blood circulation.
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With us there is sunshine 365 days a year
With Suntech’s sun it is summer all year round. The glorious light rejuvenates health and increases happiness and
energy. Light therapy in an enjoyable way with an experience for all the senses; bright sunlight, heat, sound of
waves, cool breezes and sand between your toes.
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How does it work?
The heart of the Suntech system is a special solar simulator.
This replicates across the sun’s entire spectrum, providing
both energizing light and delightful nourishing heat. A control system recreates the daily time variations and visitors
can experience a shortened day, from early dawn to sunset.
Background sounds recreate an
appropriate atmosphere for your environment, for example,
a tropical day. Together with ventilation which feels like a
soothing breeze, everything combines to become a unique
experience where vision, hearing, touch and climate interact.
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Safe sunlight
Suntech’s sunlight is at a controlled and harmless
level. The low UV dose enables you to sunbathe safely.
Suntech has 30 years experience of sunlight simulation
which means that the technology behind our sunlight
is thoroughly tested and that you can enjoy time in the
sun without having to worry about any health risks.
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VISION

SOUND
With the help of our audio system, we
can build a background that can contain
anything; breaking waves or a babbling
brook, the chirping of birds, or palm leaves
rustling in the wind.

Your eyes will enjoy our scenery. We use a carefully considered and detailed
environment to produce a beautiful and restful sunbathing experience.
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SENS AT IO N
You experience the beauty of the sun’s
rays and warmth spreading throughout
your body. Dig your feet into the warm,
soft sand and feel the grains trickle
between your toes.
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C L I M AT E
Our control system regulates the atmosphere so that light, heat and cool breezes
combine to provide an enjoyable and
relaxing experience.
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Select the environment you wish visitors to experience
You decide the place and the scenery. We can build an inviting beach in a
tropical country or a glittering, coastal landscape in the Swedish archipelago. If you
choose an exotic experience, we create an environment of fine sand, lush plants
and a large, horizontal background image. If instead, you choose an idyllic archipelago,
we move the sun-warmed rocks and wooden jetty into your location. Maybe you are
looking for a sophisticated and stylish spa environment that breathes exclusive enjoyment. You decide which theme best suits your requirements.
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S PA , moscow
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Choosing panoramic views
An important ingredient in the environment that we build is the background panoramic picture. It
can be anything from a few metres wide, to as large as you wish. It recreates the experience of an
outdoor location.
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WELLNESS
20
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WELLNESS

Well-being and positive health benefits
More enthusiasm, more energy and more joy. The sun is not
only enjoyable, but a variety of research has indicated that
we all need a certain amount of sunlight to stay healthy.
For tired employees, a period of recovery in Suntech’s
sunshine can be doubly rewarding. Experience has also
shown that absenteeism in companies and organizations
can be substantially reduced by time regularly spent in a
sunny environment.
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WELLNESS

Positive impact
In care homes, Suntech’s sun has proved to have a very
positive effect on the mood of the elderly. In addition staff
were healthier and had more energy to devote to their care
and work. A period in Suntech’s sunlight provide the same
positive effects as time spent outdoors under a clearblue
sky. Suntech sunshine is ideally suited for senior homes,
sheltered housing and day centers etc. We have built hundreds of facilities around Sweden and abroad. Please contact us for references and research papers.
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New opportunities for your business
People need time to recover. Offer your
customers a pleasant and relaxing period
where they can recharge their batteries.
The sunshine experience is relaxing and the
light generates energy. A sunny environment
complements business by promoting
relaxation, wellness and health.
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Offer massage in Suntech’s solar environment
The warming and relaxing effect of Suntech’s sun is well
suited to your Spa or Wellness facility and encourages subsequent treatments such as massage. Moreover, it is a highly
cost-effective extra not requiring significant staff resources.
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S ol & sand, Y tterby
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EXPERIENCE
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EXPERIENCE

The sun experience
A beach holiday is something that most people
long for the whole year. With the Suntech
solar system, you can provide a wonderful
alternative to going away and give visitors
that long-awaited break during daily life.
In Suntech’s inspiring and unique environment,
visitors can spend time together in a completely
new way. You can offer your customers a delightful,
holiday experience guaranteed to etch itself into
their memory and, create added value
and profitability.
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EXPERIENCE

Sun, pool and adventure
Sun and water is an almost
unbeatable combination. So if you
already have one – why not have
the other? What fits better than a
brilliant sun in a glittering pool
environment? Suntech’s solar
system is the perfect complement
providing your customer with an
extraordinary authentic experience.
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EXPERIENCE

The sun can be anywhere!
It is discreet when not in use and can easily blend into a workplace
environment, a public setting such as a community centre or
school. Other possibilities where sunlight could enhance include
nature centres, sauna facilities, yoga or relaxation rooms, winter
gardens, cafés or cruise ships.
Come with your suggestion and we will try to solve it!
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OUR SUN SYSTEM
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OUR SUN SYSTEM

Suntech Triple Basic

Suntech Triple Design

Our most common solar simulator is the Suntech Triple Basic. Several units can be connected
if a larger sunlit area is required. A simple to use touch screen offers three different programs,
including full day simulation and control of background audio, temperature and time. The Suntech Triple Basic is available in white and sky blue.

The Suntech Triple Design has a rounded high tech appearance and provides sunlight of
about 12 square metres. It is intended for a ceiling height of around 2.4 metres. A simple to
use touch screen offers three different programs, including full day simulation and control of
background audio, temperature and time.
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Custom designed Suntech Hexagon
The Suntech Hexagon also has fully automatic control with three different programs, including full day simulation, background audio and adjustment of temperature and time.
It is possible, in principle, to expand the Hexagon to whatever size is required. Each lamp
is hexagonal, enabling it to be easily assembled into a larger unit. The Suntech Hexagon
also has fully automatic control with three different programs, including full day simulation,
background audio and, adjustment of temperature and time.
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Choose a small or large area
Suntech’s system is suitable for both small and
large areas. It is very easy to install our sunlight in a
small room or just part of a location. For larger
rooms or facilities, there is few limits to the area
which can be illuminated.
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If one doesn´t have the sun, one must create it.
Victor Hugo

When the sun comes in, the doctor stays out.
Sardinian proverb
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Our solar simulators are unique - Suntech is the first in the world to be able to
recreate the entire solar spectrum. Our solar installations can be beneficial in
several different areas, such as promoting wellness for staff and customers or
as an extra treat at a spa, adventure pool or discovery centre.
Our technology for sunlight simulation evolved out of procedures for testing
different materials in the automotive industry, where we investigated how
different systems and materials were affected by sunlight. We have also used
the technology to test the tolerance of various materials to heat and sunlight
in desert-like conditions.
There are a significant number of reference facilities around the world and for
details of your nearest one please call us or visit our website.
Please contact us regarding the financing of a Suntech solar system, so that we
may find a suitable solution for you.

Suntech Group AB | Nygatan 98 | SE-462 32 Vänersborg | Sweden
Tel: +46 521-777 200 | info@suntechgroup.se | www.suntechgroup.se
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Suntech is an entirely Swedish company that builds specially developed
sunlight simulators and environments where people can relax, revitalize and
feel good. Suntech’s solar system is designed, developed and manufactured in
Sweden and is a Swedish invention.

